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Buffing u.p Bellarmine:
Guateinala speaker
'
Irma Graciela Azmtia Dorantes, who works on the Project
for the Recovery of theHis~orical Memory (REMHI) in Guatemala will speak on Nov. 17 at 8 p.m. in the Schott Multipurpose
Room. REMHI was initiated in 1994, and gathe~s and analyzes
· testimonials froin individuals who suffered from the massacres .
and repression that gripped Guatemala during its Civil War from
1960-1996. Through this project, the Catholic Church hopes to
contribute toward the process of national reconcil,iation by .
enabling Guatemalans to come to terms· with what happened
during the Civil War. Dorantes fled from Guatemala to Mexico
in 1981 after her father, brother, and pregnant sister "disappeared." None have ever been found. Since that time, Dorantes .
has worked with Guatemalan support groups and Jesuit Refugee
Services in the fight for justice. The event is sponsored by the
Xavier Spanish Club.

Prepare. Fair
I

,

.

On Saturday, Nov. 8 at 8:30 a.m., members of People
Working Cooperatively will meet to participate in the Prepare
Fair. These volunteers visit homes in the Greater Cincinnati area
owned by the elderly or the disabled. They will be doing chores
such as raking leaves and winterizing homes. Xavier alumni and
members ofBellarmine parish will participate in the event. For
more information, call 351:..7921.

Freshman F.orum.
There will be a Freshman Forum· in Tucker's Lounge on
Thursday at 7 p.m. The four freshman student senators will be
addressing issues and concerns expressed.by all students regarding0any student·mat~~r. Pizza.will be provided .. , . . . __ 1 ..
>
'-' ;... · · \,
. · :" ··:. <: ' ';;·
.::: '""' t ;~'.: · ..t ,·~' ::"

Flu shots available
Flu shots are available at the Health arid Counseling Center
from 12-4:30 p.riJ.. Monday through Friday. The cost is $10,
which can be placed on your bursar bill.· The shots will only be
available before Thanksgiving Break.
·
--conipiled by Kara Benken

Security Notes

interior renovation under way
BY TOM DECORTE .
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The redesigning of the interior of Bellarmine Chapel, .one of
Xavier's signature buildings, is
scheduled for this summer after a
long planning process.
The chapel, which has served

"The biggest benefit of this
project is a -warmer, more
inviting, and better lit place to
worship for our community."
.

.

.

-.Fr. Rich.ard Bollman, Bellarmine pastor

Xavier
for 35 years
as · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - well as University
being a community
parish
for 70, will undergo changes that outside of the building such as new another," said Potter.
will alter the atmosphere of the doors leading into the parish, but the
Some interior redecorating is
·
building.
inside will have a completely new also planned to brighten the colors
This will be the culmination· look.
of the chapel. Schickel Co. of
ofa projectthatstarted with the new
TheHghtj.ng, which Potter said Loveland has been hired as the deroof put up last year. The project is "poor" right now, will be changed signer of the project.
will affect the entire look of the to .a circuiar, concentric pattern of
"The biggest benefit of this
chapel, giving it a more contempo- light above the congregation and· project is a warmer, more inviting,
rary look.
the altar will be lit by a lighting grid and better lit place to worship. for
·
"It will give the community . that will hang from above.
·
. our community," said Fr. Bollman.
more of a feel of what it means to be
"This is amajor restructuring "This new set-up will make the conin a community," said Chris Potter, of space. This project Vl'.ill greatly gregation more aware of one anXavier' s director of liturgy. and improve sight lines and lighting," other and bring them together," he
.said.
worship, who ser.ved on the plan- said Fr. Klein.
ning committee for the project.
Also, .the altar, and sanc;tuary
This part of the project will
. ·,' · The committee consisted of area, which now is at the very front not require any funds directly from
Potter along with .university vice of the church; will benioved out to the university. TheparishandXavier
president for spiritual development . almost the center of the chapel.
have an agreement in.which Xavier
Fr. Leo Klein, S.J., Bellarmine pasThe congregation, which is will pay for the maintenance of the
tor Fr. Richard Bollman, S.J., and · now in two sections of seats, both in building, like the roofing project,.
', severafparishiopers,~,,
.~ . ' : front of the altar, will instead be andtheparishwillsupportanyreno-.
;.;· .-... ·~,>. ~Jlw,m <?,ur sta~~poinf4 think : sectiqp,ed o(finto three section.$ of vations..
.
...
The workwill tieginthis sum' the univ'e~sity IS c6ncerned with ' pews~'\ine Jri~frolit ofthe altar, and .
worshipforeveryone, notjustCatho- : one on each side..
·. .
. . m.er in June and li.opefuily be comlics. We want to create a· space·
"Theolclwayofexperiencing pleted by the ~eginniiig of the fall
where all faiths are welcome," said · God is
see him ·above us," · semester.
Potter.
saidPotter~·' . .
.
Th~ plans for .the renovation
· "This hew layout will allow
Include many minor changes for the the community to see God in .one .

to.

,.\·

Students challenging peace:
·:Peace Studies offers new course
'

.

BY KARA BENKEN

NEWS EDITOR

Tuesday, Oct. 28, 5:56 a.m.
.
The cleaning contractor for the University Center reported
one of their carpet cleaning systems was missing and presumed .· , ·.... , , . ;, , The_ Peac:e Studies .pi:ogi:am ~s offering a new
"In this way, the course will hopefully help to
stolen from the University Center basement'. .· .. . ' . ·. ' . .' : . '
coursefor spring semester titied, "Challenges of Peace ·foster an interdisciplinary discussion of the need for and
·. in our Contemporary World." · ·
possibilities of peacemaking today," he said.
Tuesday, Oct. is, 2:45 p.m:
.
Offered as a 30() l~vel course' in Tl;l~.olqgy; the.·~
The course will be divided into two parts: PeaceThe Information System arid Services reported that ·a
course will act as an~exit seminar for those students Visio~i~g ~nd.peace-M~king. · . . . . . ..
Magnavox computer monitor was stolen from the basement of the
with a Peace Studies Minor.
. The first part will discuss the question "Is peace
computer lab in Buenger Hall.
The seminar is open to all Theology majors and possible?" and will utilize responses from history,
students in the Scholar's Program as welL
.
poiitical science, anthropology; psychofogy, feminism
Monday, No.v. 3, 9:30 a.m.
The objective of the class, according to Theo!- and Western and Asian religions.
. ..
A student on the second floor of Husman Hall reported that
ogy professor Dr. Paul Knitter, is to "acquaint students
The next part will reflect on the debate about how
he received herrassing phone calls and was allegedly threatened
with the many facets of peacemaking to show the our visions of peace can be realized. .
.
·by three students.
.complexity and real possibilities of a world solving
Students will examine methods of non-violent
problems through dialogue and conflict resolution conflict resolution and discuss the integral relations
rather than war and welfare."
between peace and justice, peace and ecology, and
. It will also act as a proviSion for Peace Studies peace and the truly new world order.
·
Security Note of the Week
Minors for the opportunity .to integrate their various
The course will conclude with the study of the
peace studies courses. ·
relationship between outer peace and inner peace, or the
Sunday, Nov. 2, 2:30 p.m.
A student on the first floor ofBuenger reported
One of the interesting aspects of the course is spirituality of peacemaking.
.. "It Js my hope that through the course, a mo.re
that it will be team-taught by professors from various
that two subjects entered his room and proceeded to
.
departmeuts.
.
fittirig
closure to the pro grain of Peace Studies will exist
harass him. Alanguage barrier is preventing a.further
·
"Our
goal
is
to
have
a
different
professor
in
the
...
and
that
it will stimulate cross~departmental discussion
investigation at this time.
·
.class each \\'.eek tojoin in class discussions," Knitter of
this
topic,''
said "Knitter.
.
... .
';
.
said.
'

-Compiled by Airiy ZywlCki

Overcotnirig the odds
BY.AMY ZYWICKI·
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Dozens of movies are made
each year about people fighting their
way back from near death experiences, but for 28 year-old Bryan S.
Williams it's not a movie, it's life.
In November 1991, Williams was a
senior finance major attending
Xavier when he was in a severe car
accidentthat nearly cost him his life
and left him confined to a wheelchair.
At the time, Williams was the
senior manager for the men's basketball team and was ,returning to
the gym for a piece of equipment
when the car he was driving hit a
puddle of water and some loose
gravel causing the car to hydroplane:
He lost control of the car and
struck a tree, losing consciousness.
Williams was taken to the
University of· Cincinnati Hospital
where he was treated for a traumatic
braininjury(TBI). He was hospital· ized there until January 1992.
Once released, he spent the
next thfee.years in several out-ofstate rehabilitation hospitals~
.
Early in1995, more than three .
years after his accident, Williams
was finally allowed to return to his
· home in Brooklyn, N.Y.
"Aftertheaccident,Ilostmost ·

of my .friends, except the ones I
made at Xavier,' 1 said Williams. "I
mean who wants a newborn baby in
a 22-year-old body for a friend?"
After returning home, Williamsdidoutpatientphysicaltherapy
and speech therapy at the Center for
Rehabilitatiop at Kingsbrook Jewish Hospital.
The more time passed, the
harder Williams found .it to cope
with TBI. "This was a horrible time
in my life," he said. "I felt useless,
like I wasn't contributing to society."
According to Williams, the
more time that passed the more isolated from society he felt. "I just
wanted to get out of the house and
feel like·a normal person again and
donormalthingslikegotothemoviesortothestore,thingst~atwereso

easy for some, but took every effort
for me."
This is when Williams became a participant at the Association for the Help of Retarded Children New York City Traumatic
Brain Injury Day Program, which.
he_ attends through the Medicaid
Waiver.
Theprogramhasprovidedservices for Williams and others 'with
traumatic brain injurieswhich were
previously out. of reach.
"The day program allows me
to get out of the house while at the
same time gives me the opportunity

to socialize with others in the com. munity who are dealing with TBI,''
·he said.
The program allows participants to feel comfortable interacting and socializing with others in
the community.
It is designed to make TBI
sufferers see they are still a part of
society and are still able to help
others.
The program also offers TBI
sufferers group counseling to help
deal with all of the emotions they
are experiencing in a way that is
tailored to meet their individual
needs.
"I have been in this program
·for two years now, and I can't tell
you the difference it has made,'' said
Williams.
.
"Theyhavehelpedmetostart
school. again so that I can reach my
goal of a college diploma."
Williams currently attends
Medgar Evers College in Brooklyn,
N..Y. and is majoring in liberal arts
with the hopes of going into a field
related to finance.
. ·"If there is one thing that this
accident has taught me, it is to be
thankfulforeverydayandnottoput
off what you can do today for to-·
morrow, and thanks to the program
I am working to make all my dreams
come true today," said Williams.

.'Cr:osstown ShoutOut
Contest
Xavier/UC Speech Competition

Spicy Chicken Parmesan· Sandwich .
Quesadillas ~ The Ultimate BLT
Crispy Catfish Fingers
·Hot Chicken Chili-~ Buffalo-Tender Salad
Sizzlin' Steak Sandwich
'

.

'

~

'

. C:DLLEGE. NIGHI!
. Every Thursday is College Night starting ·at 6 p·.m.
Show your college ID for food ·and drink specials.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

a

•

•

•

•

.•

•

•

•

•

•

)>lay NTN • Daily Happy Hour
Multitude of TV.'s • All NFL & College Action

2692 Madison Road • 351-9464
§j Call for Carryout! .§j

•

•

Date:. Note change of date for Preliminary Round.
Now Nov. 25 at 2 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium
Final Crosstown Competition,· Xavier Campus
Dec. 12 at 2 p.m~ in Terrace Room
Eligibility: All full-time matriculating UC or Xavier
Students with GPA of 2.0 or better
(Junior or Senior Status)
Topic:,· What should be the role of intercollegiate
athletics on college and university capuses today?
Entry Forms & Guidelines: Available at circulation
desk of McDon~ld Library & 305 Schott Ball
For more information contact: Dr. Linda Welker 745-2955
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Bringing clubs home
The groups will be required to be a single-sex residence. Howfill outan application forthehouses, ever, a group can apply for two
which will be judged on certain cri- houses in order to accommodate both
teria such as the contributions the genders.
house will make to the university
Acq)rding to Lowman, interIf you or someone you know is considering a
and/orthe neighborhoods surround- est in the theme housing idea has
law school education now or a few years from
ing campus.
been high as a result of the recent
now, then please plan to attend the Cincinnati
. · The applications must also be informational meetings held. "ApMetropolitan Law School Fair. Thirty law
accompanied by a. letter from the proximately 40-50 students showed
schools from across the country along with
adviser of the group which reflects up at the meetings to learn more
LSAT
test preparation representatives will be
the adviser's support and commit- information," said Lowman ..
available
to answer your questions. ·You will
ment with the group's application.
Ther~ will be no more inforalso
be
able
to receive catalogues, applications;
In order to be eligible for· mational meetings, but groups can
and financial aid information. It's one stop
theme housing, students must be still obtain an application from eishopping! This event is.free.and open to.the
enrolled at the time of application ther the office of Residence Life or
public.
and for the academic year for which th.e Apartments Office. Applicathey are applying and they must be tions are due on Friday? Nov. 14 and
at least 21-years-old, or of junior decisions (which will be communiEvent: ·Cincinnati Metro Law· School Fair
class status.
cated by letter only), will be avail- ·
Date: Saturday, November 8, 1997
The applications will then be able on Dec. 3.
Time: 11 :00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.·
reviewed by a committee of four
Then, group members of an
Place: Harley Hotel of Cincinnati
faculty/staff members and four st1,1- accepted proposal must submit a
8020 Montgomery Road
$200 reservation fee and a signed
dents to determine acceptance.
RSVP:
Not ne·cessary; we'll see you there!
In terms ofthe houses them- contract by Friday, Dec. 12 to the
selves: one can accommodate 12 office of Residence Life.
Panel Discussions on:
people, two.can accommodate eight
Lowman said this is a great
people, two can accommodate six oppo~tunity for students to live and
Issues of Importance to Minority Students . . . . . . . . noon
people and four can accommodate learn together.
The ABC's of Applying to Law School & the LSAT . . 1 pm
four people.
"This is something ihe stuFinancing a Legal Education ........, . . . . . . . . . . 2 pm .
Lowman strongly recom- dents are really interested in and
mends that groups tour the houses they will be able to enjoy during
their junior and senior years at
that are of interest to them.
"The houses are all very dif- . Xavier," said Lowman.
ferent and the groups should look at
· For more information or to
them before applying so they are schedule an appointment to tour a.
aware of _these differences," said . house, call the office of Residence
Lowman.
. Life at 745-3203 or the Apartments
One stipulation concerning Office.at 745-4998.
the houses is that each house must

Bv VmGINIA suTcLIFFE
MANAGING EDITQR

I

. Eight on-campus houses will
be available to groups of students
·forthe 1998-99 school year as theme
houses.
A theme house is a living/
learning environment ·in which a
group of students who have similar
interests will reside.
Ava Jean Fiebig, director of
Residence Life, said that theme ,
housing will allow students. to enrich their experiences at Xavier
through living with others with the
same interests. "The intention of
this program is to promote the integration of and enhance each
resident's educational and co-curricular experience," said Fiebig.
Residence Life is also hoping
to boost interest in the houses by
offering them to groups. "In the
past, it was more difficult to get
students to go into the houses because most of them require a large
number of residents and students
had.trouble finding enough people
to live in one house," said Cindy
Lowman, Apartments Manager.
Groups of students may
chooseacommoninterestandapply
for a particular on-campus house.
Some examples of themes include: multi-cultural, foreign language, any academic discipline, or a
recognized student organization. ·
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Award Descriptions/Applications for.the· mV"ards listed on this page
are available in the f<:>llowing locations Nov.IO - 26, 1997:
•
•
•
•

Student Services hallway
Multicultural Affairs ·
Loyola House
Recreational Sports

• University Center Information Desk
• Office of Residence Lite
• The Commuter Information Center
'·· • Dorothy Day Ho'Llse
. • International Student Services
. • Faculty SerVices
• X-tra Copi~s of forms will be in the Student Services Hallway

•
•
•
•
•

Silver· & Gold X-Key Achievement. Awards
Board of Trustees Excellence ·
Outstanding Advisor of the · Year
Outstanding Contribution to Commuter Students
Outstanding Contributio,n to Non-Trad Students

•
•
•
•
•

Cultural Diversity. Awards
Loyola ·Medal
Dorothy Day, Medal
Streicher· Spirit of Xavier . A ward
Sally Wat~on Leadership Award

Quef1tlona should be directed to Kimberlie Golaaberry,
Assoc. Director of Student Service for Leadership and Orientation@ x3205.
'

.

.

ALL AWARD MATERIALS ARE. DUE BY 12:00 NOON

FRIDAY·, DECEMBER 5,. 1997
Return them to Student Servicea @ ML #2122
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Diversion$
Steve Smith
Lauren Mosko

"

Politicians are toying around
with tax reform i:fi.
Washington, but when is it
going to reach cities like
Cincinnati and Louisville?

Over the past couple of years,
I have grown to dislike the government.
But after taking class at
Xavier, the dislike is turning into
despise .
The class is marriage and fainily oriented. However, an emphasis is put on family finances.
To make a long story short,
we were told to construct a budget
for our "family."
ducted, we were left with $48,000.
We were to give ourselves a
So now, that leaves one perrealistic salary.
son working over a third of the year,
My partner and I each gave just to pay taxes to the government.
ourselves $30,000-arealistic startThen, after around the end of
ing salary for a college graduate.
April, the government will let them
Combinethe two and you get start keeping their money.
, Even with pinchii:J.g pennie~
a total of $60,000-at least that's
what we thought.
_in our budget project,. we found it
. Part of the assignment was to hard to come up with money to put
figure how much money we wo.uld in the bank for savings.
- We had to pay for everything
have to budget each month for particu.lar needs, such as rent or a car apersonneeds,tolivecomfortably:c
payment.
.
not luxurious, nor in a cardboard
.
But in addition to those items, box, and found that it would 'be
we had to figure how :much the almostimpossibleandludicro~sfor
United States government.was go- a husband and wife at our level, to
have just one child.
ing to take from us.
Washington politicians tout
A couple of calls fo area ac. countants and to parents, revealed their $500 per child tax cutlike their
that two individuals, who had just doing working Americans a huge
graduated from college, .are plan- favor.
ning to get married, haye children,
It makes me sick.
and have college loan~ t() pay off,
Evenifwewereabletoafford
• rent to pay, yadda, yadda, yadda, achild, wewouldn'tbeabletospend
will have to pay almost$12;0QO.in time with him or her, because we'd
taxes to the government. __: . _
be too busy working our rears off,
Where I'm from; ~e.ca,Uhis · just to pay our taxe,s.
.... highway robbery._
.... : .
That's not an exaggeration
. Now with our :$12;000 de- either.
.

a

If there was any real tax relief
forfamilies, they sure aren't seeing
it.
·
It used to be that only one
parent had to work.
_Now, most families can'tsur. .vive with one parent staying home.
,They\vould be forced to live on a
low-income budget, if the breadwinner was a typical American.
It's got to stop somewhere.
Politicians are toying around
with tax reform in Washington, but
·_·when is it going to reach cities like
· Cincinnati and Louisville?
Itwouldn'tmakemeasangry
ifit was going to legitimate causes.
But, right now, we see money
being wasted on red-tape projects,
bureaucratic nonsense, stupid spe'. cial counsels, moronic government
·. studies that show a child who's parent is a drug addict will live a less
enjoyabielifethanonewhosearen't,
.a.~d a number of other asinine endeavors ..
·. · Whatreally hits home is when
tam'fo a grocery store and some
welfare"cheatcomesupwith lOkids
.·around th_e grocery cart, and pays

.

for three bags of potato chips and a
case of Coke with food stamps that
me and other working class citizens
paid for.
Then they drive away in a
new Ford Mustang.
Then, I turn my head and see
some guy wearing a unifonn which
indicates he works on the assembly
line at the Ford plant in Sharonville.
He pays for his groceries in
cash and then .drives away in a car
that, if offered, a junk yard would
turn down.
It seems like politicianswho I might add,just gave themselves a pay raise, up fr~m $130,000
a year-still have a lot of money left
over after taxes to live on very comfortably.
But here ii) middle America,
when the extreme amount of money
is. taken out of a working man or
_woman'.s·pocket, the finaneial pain
is hard to cope with.
It would be hard to get rid of
.taxes all together, but we wouldn't
have to pay as rriuch if the government didn't spend it on things· we
don't need.
With the recent IRS hearings
on Capitol Hill, we may be the closest we've ever been to tax refonn.
But even ifthere is any kind of
refonn, based on past m~rit, it probably still won't be enough.
Mr. and Mrs. America will
continue workingforthemselves and
the government; while the latter continues to throw the hard earned
money away.
John F. Kennedy made the
famous statement, "~sk not what
your country· can do for you, but
what you can do for your country."
We've done enough.· And it's
time for a change .

·. ·· ·. ··s·taff Editorial.· . . · ,City
I

,'

Bring WVXU back ·home to the students

One would think that if a
radio station's call letters were
WVXU and their station I.D. says,
"broadcasting from the campus of
Xavier University," theymight be
affiliated with Xavier University
in some way. After all, our friends
over at Webster's Dictionary do
tell us that a campus is "the grounds
or buildings of a college or school."
However, over the years, and
especially oflate, it's been hard to
notice the. WVXU-XU connection. The station has a large staff
of experienced professionals in the
radio busines·s, which is fine. But
~here are the students? Before
last we~k, they were on the air in
the middle of the night and that
was pretty much it. Even that show
wasn'tcompletelyrun by students.
WVXU had control of the program through a staff music director. Then WVXU abruptly took
the student run and homegrown
show off the air in favor of the
'British Broadcasting Radio Service. So much for the locals ..
Now, the only affiliation the station has with Xavier is a couple of
classes taught in a back room of
their studios· by a WVXU em-·
ployee. Other than that, it would
be hard to find students at the
station that claims to be "broadcasting frcim the campus of Xavier
· University."
Before WVXU entered its
radio palace on Ledgewood Avenue, the then struggling station,
broadcasted out of the basement
of Alter Hall-even niore so on
the campus 'of Xavier. There is a
dark gray area in this situation
which the university and WVXU
need to clear up with one another.
Is the station going to be affiliated

with Xavier and allow responsible
students to work interactiveiy with
the employees of the station and
not be brushed-off into a hole-inthe-wall student station that· you
have to listen to on your TV set? Or
. is WVXU going to disaffiliate itself with the university and not be
bothered by the students? We
would like to get an answer to this,
but WVXU officials are good .at
not returning phone calls from the
Newswire.
WVXU, should not get all
the blame. They did give students
the room to operate their own station on Xavier's cable system, but
a number of students dropped the
ball and went on the air acting like
idiots. Over the past year, since
.the station opened, several students
went into the back roomofWVXU
with alcohol-an act that is strictly
forbidden, and used offensive Ian~
guage_on the air. If that's what
students are going to act like on a
campus wide station, ho)V · can
WVXU trust them to operate a
station that covers the. Cincinnati
area and a listening audience on
seven feeder stations in the Midwest?
For now, the student station
is off the air until it can be better
organized. In the mean time, both
parties-the students and WVXU
need to sit back and figure out
where they are in regards to each
other. Identities are at stake. Are
students ready. to act responsibly
and work in a professional atmo- ·
sphere? And is WVXU ready to
live up to their billing, "broadcast~
ing for the campus of Xavier University?"

·-J.R.D

Letters .to th·e Eelito·r .
Flynt exploits wonten
'

I read Jeff Davis' article regarding Larry Flynt (Xavier Newswire, Oct. 29), and it showed me
he knew little about this person.
Many years ago I knew Larry
Flynt, and at that time, he was
scum of the earth.
If you will take time to investigate why Flynt was shot, you
will see it was over a .protest on
pornography. I do not think he has
gotten any better. The controversy is not with Hustler, but with
the people he uses. These pictures
are not just of naked women. If
that was all Hustler was about,
then there would not be a problem.
After all, we sell Playboy.
Many of these women are
on drugs and have a very low selfesteem. These poor people sh.ould
not be preyed upon for their vulnerability. Many of the people in
Cincinnati and Kentucky believe
that the problem with fighting
Flynt is that he will receive free
advertising. Right now, Flynt is

'

making these people think that city
council is trying to manipulate our
rights and play baby sitter.
All the city council is trying
to do is protect these women and
children which Flynt is taking advantage of, in the name of what he
calls "art." But, if you would really
take a look at the problem, you
would see that Flynt is the "King
of Manipulation."
Just take the time, or nerve
to buy his next issue of Hustler.
Then you will learn a little more
about Larry Flynt. Sure, Larry
Flynt has the right to express himself, that is if he didn't make these
models the victims. That is where
the rubber meets the road.
I do not live in Cincinnati, I
am from Kentucky. But I would
be proud to have a person like Joe
Deters standing up for the morais
of the City.
Deborah Hunt
Xavier Employee

better without Flynt

example, child pornography is ment. I think Cincinnatiaris should
clearly destructive, so we as a com- have the right to decide what ·they
AssT. OP-ED EDITOR
munity and as a nation have made it want to read."
illegal. People can see that it is ·
Tonya Flynt-Vega, one of
obviously harmful to children.
Flynt' s four daughters, believes oth~
'L~y Flynt, the HollywoodNow, take that same child and erwise. She travels the country lecglorified porn peddler is in the local ·age them a couple of years. They turing against pornography. In adnews. Twenty years ago·the people are now old enough to "consent" to dition to this crusade, she has an
.of Cincinnati _had the pr~sence of their exploitation, but has anything additional burden: she _claims that
mind to ban hard-core pornography else about the situation changed? Flynt abused her as a child. ·
stores, includ,ing those run by the The child of 18 who suggestively
She finds it "hard to believe
notorious Larry Flynt. It seems that poses naked because she need_s that there are public officials who
he is now determined to infiltrate money to finance her drug addiction · believe what is in my father's maga~
the Queen City again.
is hardly someone who one could zine is covered by the First AmendFlynt and his supporters ar- argue is in any rational way "con- ment."
gue thatthe people of Cincinnati are senting." Can't we see that the
Photos of naked people do not
being overly paternalistic in their industry is taking advantage of in any way contribute to civic disrestriction of adults' access to hard- lower-income women and women course on ideas and policy, the foun~
core porn. The individual, they ar- with low self-esteem?
dation ofany democratic society. A
gue, has a "right" to buy and sell this
Second, the "right" to con- . city banning porn from its streets,
type of pornography in downtown sume pornography is not essentia\ then,posesnothreattoafreepeople.
Cincinnati. The people of Cincin- to life, liberty, or the pursuit of hap- The censorship ofideas, on the other
nati, then, areinfringing on this sup- piness. On the other hand, the right hand, is what the First Amendment
posed right by making them close of women to be viewed as sentient is all about.We must question the
down their shops. · This argument, . beings and not tantalizing objects of motives of Flynt and his backers.
. What good can come· from a hardhowever, comes up short:
· consumption is.
Therefore, the right of the core pornography outlet in downThe people of Cincinnati are
simply asserting the community's community to better itself by rid- town Cincinnati?
If, as they assert, it is not about
right to protect itself when they leg- ding obvious malignancies from
islate that Flynt's porn stores leave town, in conjunction with the right money, and not about sleaze; but
the City.
of women, must be seen to clearly about individual rights, we must
Those who want Flynt back, outweigh whatever claim the sup- wonder exactly whose rights it is
though, would still assert the sup- posed right to buy pornography in they are trying to protect: The
posed right of the individual over downtown Cincinnati has.
community's?. Womens'? Or the
According to The Cincinnati ·porn industry?·
the community's decision. This is
wrong for a number of reasons.
Enquirer, Larry Flynt said, "It's not
As Ms. Flynt-Vega put it,
First, the community has the about Hustler or money or Larry · "Don't let him mock you, Cincin-·
right to guard its own interests. For Flynt. This is abouttheFir.stAmend- nati."

BY CHAD ENGELLAI'!D

xu· classes that make the. grade
BY ToM DECORTE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

After three and a
half years of taking
classes at Xavier, I
have had the
opportunity to take
some fascinaiing
classes. · There have
also been courses
that gave me a way
to catch up on my
letter writing and
bills during class.

W)ioopee! No more classes
in the sciences, no more English
and literature classes~ no more theology, and no more philosophy. My
major and minor are both just about
finished.
After 114 credits of class at
this fine, Jesuit, liberal arts university, I am preparing to register for
classes for ~he final time.
After three and a half years of.
taking classes at Xavier, I had the
opportunity to take some fascinating classes. There have· also been
courses that gave me a way to catch ·
up on my letter writing and bills
during class. Here is a listof'some
of the best courses to take at Xavier,
spanning au different departments. con.venient because not only does it
This is not to say all of these classes fill one of the science requirements,
are easy; far from it. The courses but it also counts as an elective for
listed are based on usefulness to all the ERS (Ethics/Religion and Soci·students, content,. prpfessor; and ety Focus) requirement. This course
broadens the student's awareness of
workload.
1. Interpersonal Commu- current environmental concepts and
nication- This is a must take for issues. Also, Dr. Hedeen is one of
any student, . no matter what the the most interesting lecturers at
major. A very. interactive course Xavier. Grade: A (Makes students
that centers on human relationships, aware of the environment)
3. Anything in the Classics
this course offers insight on how to
deal with difficult people, peopl~ department- Looking for a way
who are close to you, and family out of the bland world of Western
members. It also gives you a sense Civilization or Spanish? Try the
of how your own thought processes classics. The elementary Greek and
work. This course ·is ·located in Latin courses count for the foreign
Communication Arts; Grade: A+ language requirement, and· they
(Lessons learned worth way more aren't any harder than any other
language. Plus, people think you' re
than a grade)
2.. Life:. Ecology and smart if you say you've taken Latin.
Peopl~ This Biology course ·is AncientMediterranean Civilizations

is an interesting history course ii
you dpn 't waQtto be bored with any
more American history. Grade: A
(Expands historical awareness)
4. · Microeconomic and .
Macroeconomic Principles -'Anyone who hastaken these courses
knows that they aren't easy. If you
want to get a beginner's knowledge
of the business world and if you' re
not a business major, taking these
two courses for the social science
requirement will serve you well.
Grade: B+ (Practicalknowledgeof
the ~usiness world, but difficult) ·
5. Coaching Basketball This class would just be plairi fun.
Taught by Michael Davenport, one
of the men's hoops team assistant
coaches, this course should offer all
the fun of recess from back in the
grade school days combined with
the in-class workthat will give you
a fundamental knowledge of offensive and defensive basketball concepts. Though I have no idea how
accessible this class is to get in, it's
got to be a winner. Grade: A(flashy sneakers required)
6. Meditation: Theory and
Practice- This course is. an ex. tremely powerful one. It is orie of
the most frustrating yet mind.opening courses at the same time. Many
students think this class will be a·
blow-off. It's nowhere close. There
are several books to read and a research paper at the end of the semester. Iftaken with an open mind and.
a willingness to work, you'll posse_ss a skill that few students pave.
Grade: A- (Demanding. and frustrating, but with a great reward)

.

Volleyball takes two
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Harriers finish A-lO's

.
Both men's and women's cross country teams recently finished
their seasons at the Atlantic 10 Cross.Country Championsrup in Washington D.C, hosted by George Washington University. Both teams
finished 10th respectably.
· The women finished with a total of33 l points. The top Musketeer
was freshman Bianche Fisher, who finished with a solid time of21 :30 for
72nd place. Sophomore Laura Edwards finished right behind in 73rd
place with a time of 21:18. The University of Massachusetts captured
first place in the women's race with an impressive score of 28 points.
The men finished with a final team score of27SI. The Musketeers
were led by sophomore Dave Dickman, who had an impressive time of
27:28, good for 33rd place. Other notable Xavier finishers were junior
Joe Burzynski and freshman Randy Dublikar. Virginia Tech i:an'away
with first place with an unmatched 19 total points, 48 points ahead of
second place.
'

by Amjad Zara

Rifle drops match to Ml1:rray
Karyn Juziuk won the air rifle competition this past weekend as the
·rifle team took on Murray State. Juziuk, a junior, had atotal score of389
in this secticin of the meet, which was four points better than her nearest
com:petitor.· Juziukwas also impressive in the 3-position competition
where she tied for second with a score of. 1154.
Juziukjs a two-time All-American and looks to be well on her way
to a third such title this year. However, even with Juziuk's outstanding
performance, the rifle teain was unable to beat Murray State. The team
looks to improve on these results this weekend as the team takes part in
the Walsh Tournament here atXavier.
by Matt M;idges

Swimmers give tri a try
Dan Casey won three eve.nts and finished second in an event this
past weekend for the Xavier swim team, The in_en' sand women's teams
were competing in a tri-meet against Western Kentucky and Wisconsin
Green Bay in Bowling Green, Ky. Unfortunately, Xavier came home
without any team victories.
. . <;l\sey,
a se~ioi:
..yas vic.torious.in.the
200~yard back.., . ........
,
.
..co~cap~ain,
.
...
...·
' .• ..·
·'
... " .
stroke with a time of 1:54.94, the 200-yard individual medley with a time
of 1:58.05, and the 400"yard individual medley with a time of 4:13.64.
Along with these outstanding finishes, Casey came in second in the.I 00yard backstroke.
Alyssa Robbins and Rachel Reilly were the bright spots for the
women's team. Robbins came in second in the 100-yard butterfly arid
third in the 200-yard butterfly. Reilly came in third in the 100 and 200yard breaststroke.
. . The teams have a week off to regroup, and will take on Wheeling
Jesuit in Wheeling, W. Va, on Nov. 14.
by M~ti Madges
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On Tap.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•Men's Basketball vs. Ohio All-Stars at 7:30 p.m.*

Wednesday, Nov. 5
Thursday, Nov. 6

•Women's Basketball vs. Dynamo Novasibirsk at
7p.m.*

•Women's Tennis at Rolex Invitational in Madison, Wi~.

Friday, Nov. 7

•Rifle at Walsh Tournament at Xavier at 8 a.m.
•Women's Tennis at Rolex Invitational in Madison,. Wis.

•Women's Soccer at A-10 Tournament vs. George
Wash. at Xavier at 8 p.m.
•Men's Soccer at A-10 Tournament
vs. La Salle in Philadelphia at 1 p.m.
•Volleyball at Temple at 7 p.m.

Saturday, Nov. 8

•Rifle at Walsh Tournament at Xavier at 8 a.m.
•Volleyball at La Salle at 7 p.m.
•Women's Tennis at Rolex Invitational

Sunday, Nov. 9

•Women's Soccer, A-10 Tournament Final at Xavier
atl p.m.

All home games are in bold
*Indicates an exhibition game
Home men's basketball games are played at the Cincinnati Gardens
Home women's basketball games are played in Schmidt Fieldhouiie
Home soccer matches are played at Corcoran Field
Home rifle matche~ are held in the Armory

.

'

.

'

G-a01e of the Week.
Xavier vs. George Washington
Women's Soccer A-16 Tournament, 8 p.m.
at Corcoran Field
Watch the super-hyped Gruber sisters and their equally
talented teammates in their first postseason contest against the ·
Colo~ials. Tickets are $4, but be one of the first 100 students and
get in for free, compliments·of.X~factor.

Pumped up from their victory
the night before, the Musketeers
AssT. SPORTS EDITOR
caine out swinging and quickly put
away the Stags 15-7 in the ~rst game
which in duded a yellow card being
Some players have great
issued
to the Fairfield coach.
games. Jenny Janszen had a great
It
looked like Xavier was goweek. In Xavier's three matches
ing
to
chalk
up an easy win when
this past week, the sophomore
they
brought
the
game-two score to
middle blocker recorded 15 blocks,
·
14-9,
but
they
failed
to score on four
53 kills, and a .461 hitting percentgame-point
serves
and
let FU creep
age in 13 games en route to being
back
into
the
game
and
the match
named the Atlantic 10 volleyball
·
behind
the
powerful
serving
of
player of the week, the first Muskesophomore
outside
hitter
Jen
teer to be so honored this season.
McLaughlin who recorded six aces
"It was a team ·effort. The
in the match. Fairfield took game
whole team was working; the passes
two 16-14.
were there, the sets were on, and that
In game three, Xavier
makes it a lot easier for me to
again grabbed a seemingly
put the ball on the floor," said
commanding lead 11 ~6, but
Janszen of the week. ..
Fairfield again made it excitXavier went 2-1 as a
ing pushing the score to 14-all
team in these matches, splitbefore the Musketeers could
ting their two conference
put it away 16-14. Game four
matches and then picking up a
saw XU play their game as
non-conference win to close
they
won 15-9 for the threeout the week. The volleyball
games-to-one
victory in the
team's record is now 10-14,
match
over
Fairfield
to end a
6-8 in the A-10, placing them
successful
weekend.
in a tie for seventh place in the
. "We played well t_his
conference standings.
weekend.
I felt we had two
On Wed.nesday nightin
very
capable
candidates for
Dayton, the Musketeers came
player
of
the
week
in Jenny
out on the short end of the
~
and
Beth
[Osterday].
We refour-game match with the Fly;.,
bounded
against
a
Virginia
ers (16-7, 11-3). Dayton
o Tech team that had been on a
jumped out quickly, winning
~
roll. We won thatmatcti, they
the first twci games 15-9 and
didn't
give it to us," said
15-6. With their backs against
Junior
setter
Cara
Espe/age
Deaton.
"We showed a lot of
the wall in game three, Xavier
character
against Fairfield,
. stepped up .their play .and won
the game 15~9. xt.Tcameveryclose up a' 10-6' Musket~er lead. H~w playing just 15 hours after we had
to forcing a game five, but the Fly- ever, XU would score no morf) points played a five-game match [against
ers closed out the Il1atch 15-13 in as the Hokie's defense simply shut VirginiaTechJ. We beat a team that
game four.
them down. Tech's offense did the will probably win their conference
rest
and forced a game five with the tournament and get a bid to the
Sophomore outside hitter Beth
Osterday recorded 20 kills and 10 15-10 win.
NCAA tournament," he continued.
The fifth game too, like much
digs in the match. Freshman outsi.de
The Musketeers travei to
hitter Jill Holmstrom had 11 kills of the match, went back and forth. Philadelphia this weekend for two
. and 14 digs, and junior middle With the score 7-6 in Xavier's fa- A-10 match-ups. On Friday, they
blocker Gabe Cook had 13 kills for vor, the Musketeers forced a side will take on _A-10 leading Temple
XU in the losing effort against Day- out and strung five more points to- (20-4, 14-0) who has already
.ton, the third place team in the A-10. gether to take a 13-6 lead that even- clinched a spot in the conference
"We had our opportunities with tually led to a 15-11 win. XU took tournament. On Saturday, Xavier
Dayton, butweletitslipaway," said the match from the favored Hokies will do battle with the Explorers of
three games to two in a rocking La Salle (11-15, 2-12) .
head coach Floyd Deaton.
·
Virginia Tech then came to Schmidt Fieldhouse.
The team is confident headThe next ·afternoon, the ing into .the weekend. "If we play
Schmidt Fieldhouse on Saturday
night to take on Xavier in front of a Fairfield University Stags women's our best, Temple is. rlefinitely
crowd of more than 350. Tech (12.., volleyball team came to Xavier for beatable, and we can beat La Salle,"
13, 7-7) entered the match in fourth a non-conference match. Fairfield said Janszen.
entered with a 23~5 record and leadplace in the conference.
"If we take care of our side,
In the first game, Xavier was ing the Metro Atlantic Athletic Con- we are in good shape. I think we are
out of rhythm and indecisive, fail~ ference. Withthree of their players still very much in the picture," said
ing to convert on its first nine ser- and two of the coaches from the Deaton of Xavier's chances to make
vice ·opportunities and falling be- Cincinnati area, the crowd had a the A-10 tournament.
·
hind 0-6. Unable to put a serious run decided Fairfield flavor.
BY MATT BARBER
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Conference Standings

··~···

Through Oct. 26

*Clinched A-JO Championship berth

Women's Soccer*
School
Massachusetts*
G. Washington*·
Xavier*
Dayton*
St. Joseph's
Duquesne
Virginia Tech
Fordham
St. Bonaventure
La Salle
Temple
Rhode Island

together, the Musketeers lost game
one 6-15 to Virginia Tech. The
second· game went Xavier's way
· almost from the beginning, as XU
prevailed 15-8.
Game three see-sawed back
and forth with both teams trading
leads. Losing 12-8, Deaton called a
time outto talk to his players. Out of
the time out, the Musketeers put a
strong set of ser\res together while
playing solid defense to win the
game 16-14.
Xavier came out flat in game
four, dropping four quick points to
Virginia Tech, but then made a
strong move themselves building

A-10
11-0-0
9-2-0

Season
15-4-0
12-5-2

9-2-0

14-4-0

8-3-0
6-5-0
4-6-1
4-6-1
4-6-1
3-7-1
2-9-0
2-9-0

16-3-0
11-6-1
9-9-1
9-9-1
6-9-2
8-10-1
5-11-0
5-15-0
2-16-0

2-9~0

Men's Soccer
School
Virginia Tech *
Xavier*
La Salle*
Dayton*
St. Bonaventure
Massachussetts
Rhode Island
Temple
G. Washington
Fordham
Duquesne
St. Joseph's

A-10
8-2-1

Season
14-4-1

8-3-0

10-9-1

7-4-0
7-4-0
7-4-0
7-4-0
4-5-2
4-6-1
4-6-1
3-8-0
. 3-8-0
1-9-1

9-8-1
10-7-1
12-6-0
11-7-1
6-12-2
10-7-2
6-11-1
7-12-0
7-10-2
3-14-2

Volleyball
School
Temple*
Rhode Island
Dayton
Virginia Tech.
Massachusetts
Duquesne
G. Washington
Xavier
Fordham
La Salle
St. Bonaventure

A-10
14-0'
12-2
. 11~3
7-7
7-7
7-7
6-8

Season
20-4·
19-6
16-7
12-13
12-13
12-13
16~1 I

6-8

10-14

5-9
2-12
0-14

13-12
11-15
4-21

.• ,;.1
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XU looks to win conference at home
.

(continued from page 1)

superb throughout the season, but
especially in conference play.
Xavier has allowed just six goals in
11 A-10 contests, and recorded eight
conference shutouts.
The goaltending for Xavier
has been split between juniors Karen
Kase and Ann Marie Hubbard. The
two have combined to allow less
than one goal a match this entire
season.
Solid backfi.eld play has
enabled Xavier's keepers to have a
light work load.. The Musketeer
defenders have allowed few shots,
meaning Xavier goalies have only
had make an Atlantic 10 low 35
saves.
'.'We got our backfield situated at a certain point in the season,
and they have been working very
well together since," said Kelley.
As usual, Xavier's offense
continues to play ~well. . Over the
weekend, senior Amanda Gruber
added two. goals and. three assists,
keeping her first in the nation" for
goals scored, but dropping her to

Xavier's first round match
against George Washington will be
the seventh· meeting all-time
between the schools. Xavier won
the first two matches, but the
Colonials have come out on top of
the last five games.
"They've been able to escape
us every time, but they're luck has
run out," Kelley said.
This season, GW has posted a
record of 12-5-2 overall, and a 9-2
A-10 mark. Senior Chemar Smith
leads the Colonial offense with 40
points on 17 goals and six assists.
Freshman Lauren Papalia is second
on the squad with nine goals and
five assists.
George Washington is riding
a five game win streak into the
tournament, including a weekend ·
sweep of Dayton and Xavier that
virtually secured GW a postseason
berth.
Xavier enters the tournament
following a strong finish to the
regular season. In conference secondforpointsandgam~winning
matches this past weekend against goals.
La Salle and Fordham, Xavier
Christie Reinshagen was the
allowed no goals while scoring eight. offensive player of the game against
Xavier's
defense has been - Fordham on Sunday. The sopho1
•

.

more registered a hat trick iii. the
match, including a spectacular goal
when she knocked in a Kelley corner kick by diving to hit the ball
back over her head and into the net.
Xavier is second in the conference with 55 goals .scored this
season. Gruber has 24 of those
goals, and· her· freshman sister
Annette has 12. Reinshagen ranks
third on the squad with seven.
Despite Xavier's scoring
proficiency, some of this season's
losses were the result of an inability
to put the ball in the net. In Xavier's
two conference losses, the Muskies
connected on just two of 29 shots.
"We need to convert the scoring
chances we create," said Quinn.
The elder- Gruber concurs.
"We have had the chances, but luck
wasn't always on our side," she said.
"I think they'll go in this weekend."
The Musketeers are looking
forward to the tournament, and the
chance to play at home. "I think its
awesome," said Gruber. "I couldn't
ask for a better ending."
Xavier's match against
George Washington will begin
around 8 p.m. on Corcoran Field.
The A-10- Championship will b_e
decided in al pm. match on Sunday.

Basketball on exhibit

Basketball practices started
for the men's and women's teams at
Midnight Madness. The regular
season is still two weeks away, but
until· then there is' exhibition
basketball.
The men's team kicks things
off with an exhibition game against
t~e Ohio All-Stars at 7:30 p.m.
tonight at the-Cincinnati Gardens.
The women's team has their first
exhibition match-up of the year
tomorrow at 7 p.m. against Dynamo
Novasibirsk'in Schmidt Fieldhouse.
All, full-time undergraduate
students can receive free admission
to these and all the home basketball
games this season by showing their
All-Card at the gate. Seating at the
women's games is general

admission .. The first 300 students to
men's home games will receive
general admission floor seats. All
additional students .will receive
seating in 'designated areas in the
lower arena or endzone.
Buses will be provided to
transport students to the Cincinnati
Gardens for the men's game tonight
and for subsequent ·men's home
games. They will leave from behind
th~ University Center starting at 6:30
p.m. Students will be picked up by
buses outside of the Gardens
following the completion of the
game and brought back to campus.
Students who wish to buy
additionhl tickets to individual home
game~ should purchase them at the
Ticket Office in the O'Connor Sports

Center between the hours of9 a.m.5 p.m. on weekdays. There are
tickets. remaining for all of Xavier's
home games except the men's game
on Dec. 13 against Cincinnati.
The men's team has one final
exhibition game against Athletes In
ActiononThursday,Nov.13at7:30 ·
p.m, at the Gardens before opening.
the regular season at home against
Toledo in a non-conference game
on Nov.· 19. The women's last
exhibition game is Saturday, Nov.
15, at 2 p:m. against the Indiana
Hoosiers AAU team in Schmidt
Fieldhouse. The women start their
regular season at Valparaiso in a
non-conference game on Nov. 18.
by Matt Barber
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•The .perfect numb42r..

...,,_ number of
doubk!-doubkl__ games
James POsey and
·lbrraye .B.raggs· had for
Xavier last season.

•A Brad Pitt smash
·movie.
..,,_ number of days

left before the
Newswire Basketball
Preview lands at a
ste1nd near you!

Women's Soccer
Xavier 3, La Salle 0
FrL; Oct. 31
Corcoran Field
Cincinnati
Scoring: XU-An. Gruber(Am. Gruber) 36: 18;
XU-Am. Gruber (Coley, Kelley) 61 :OO;XUAm.Gruber. 64:38. Shots:LS-3; XU-21.
Sav.es: LS;-Hentz, 11; XU-Hubbard, 2. Fouls:
LS-9; XU-9. Conditions: 50° .. Attendance:
150.
..
.. .•

Xavier 5, Fordham 0
Sun., Nqv. 2
Corcoran Field
Cincinnati
Scoring: XU-Kelley (Am. Gruber) 32:57;
XU-Reinshagen (Lemon) 43:48; XULemon (Coley) 56:24; XU-Reinshagen
(Am. Gruber, Lemon) 61:58; XUReinshagen 75:20. Shots: FU-4, XU-27.
Saves: FU-Kasper, 12; XU-Hubbard, 3.
Fouls: FU-6; XU-8. Conditions: Chilly and
Windy. Attendance: 327.

· · Men's Soccer
La Salle 4, Xavier 3
. 'Fri., Oct. 31 ..
McCarthy StadiUm
Philadelphia

Sun.,Nov.2
Edwards' Parade
Bronx,N.Y.
Scoring: XU-Hammerschmidt (Blluer) .
0:19; FU-Wolyniec (Tsangaris) 7:36; XUKu.iken (Hammerschmidt) 24:41; XU-'
Vlijter 46:46; XU-Cooke (Kuiken) 68:19;.
XU-Cooke 75:17. Shots: XU-11; FU-11.
Saves: XU-Wesseling,4; FU-Moore, 6.
Fouls: XU-13; FU-12. Cards: FU-yellowWolyniec, 17:10; FU-yellow-Tristani,
.
78:29.

· Volleyball
Dayton def. Xavier
15~9,

15-6, 9-15, 15-13

Wed., Oct. 29
Qayton, Ohio
K: XU-65 (Osterday-20);. UD-71 (Zhaohui,
M.-25). A: XU-63 (Espelage-59); UD-64
(Muntz-61 ). SA: XU-7 (Holmstrom-4); UD10 (Ashley-3). B,Iks: XU-3, UD-6. Attendance: 145. LOM: 2:05.

Xavier def. Virginia Tech
6-15, 15-8, 16-14, 10-15, 15-11

Sat., Nov. 1
.· Cincinnati
K: VT-73 .· (Julian, R,-27); XU-78
(Holnistrom-23); A: VT-70 (Julian;B.-66);
XU-69 (Espelage-63). SA: VT-3 (Julian, B.2); XU-4 (Espelage-2). Blks: VT-12, XU! I. Attendance: 350.

Scoring: LS-Calesante (Jefferson) 5 :05; XUCrosby 1_7:17; LS-Calesante (Cifra) 46:23;
Xavier def. Fairfield
XU-Kuiken (Vlijter) 53:24; XU-Cooke
15A, 14-16, 16~14, 15-9
(Vlijter) 63:55; LS-Calesante (Cifra) 80:59;
Sun., Nov. 2
LS-Jefferson (Calesante) 84:13. Shots: XUCincinnati
14; LS-12. Saves: XU-Wesseling, 3; LSTurbey, 4. Fouls: XU-22; Ls-20: Cards: XU- K: FU-68 (McLaughiin-22); XU-63 .
yellow-Crosby, 24:53; LS-yellow-Tarrant,· (Osterday-25). A: FU,64 (Bower-57);XU57 (Espelage-52). SA:. FU-8 (McLaughlin24:53; XU-yellow-Bauer, 44:35'. 6); XU-7 (Osterday, Hamann-2). Blks. FU,
Xavier s,Fordham 1

/

Booters ·p.revail in must-win game
with a goal of.their own. This loss for us," said Xavier co-captain
time, forward Koen Kuiken tied. Jeff Bauer. "We were in a position to·
the match at two off an assist ·win, but we couldn't put it away."
from midtielder Mfilingo Vlijter.
· The LaSalle loss left the Muskies
..
Ten minutes later, the with one game left and their destiny in
In familiar fashion, the M.tiskies would take their first · their own hands. Xavier had to reMuskies fought nght ha.ck and tied lead of-the game whe.n forward . group from Friday's disappointing loss
thematchinthe17thminuteasXavier Chas Cooke came off the bench· and produce a winatFordhaminorder
co-captain Mike Crosby scored un- and finished off' an assist from to make the post season.
Vlijter to putX ahead 3-2.
"After the loss Friday, we knew
assisted to tie the match.
Therestofthehalfwas played .
The momentum of the ·what we had to do," said Bauer. "We
evenly as both teams defense with- game quickly turned tliough as certainly didn't want to be in this posistood the offensive attacks.
Colasante scored Ills third goal' tion, so we went out and took care of
The second. half started ,the of the game in the 80th niinute to things."
TheMusketeerscertainlydidjust
· same way as the first half did, as tie the game atthree. Then with
Colasante scored his second goal of a little over five minutes left in that, as they overpowered the Rams to
. thegame,thistimeon"thefirstshotcif the game, Jefremo\v scored the a5-l winandaspotinthetournament.
the second half. Colasante's second game winner.for the Explorers
Xavier wasted no time getting
goalcameinthe46thminuteofplay, · astheknockedoffthefirstplace on the board as forward Josh
assisted by JustinCifra.
Musketeers, 4-3.
Hammerschmidt took an assist from
"This w~s a big mental Bauer, just 19 seconds into' the game.
Again; Xavier would counter
to give the Musketeers a 1-0 lead.
Fo.r the first 20 minutes of play,
the match looked as if it might come
down to the end. At the seven minute
mark, Fordham's John Wolyniec, the
nation's leading scorer, tied the match
at one with his 24 goal of the year.
. · Twenty minutes into the game
was when Xavier turned things up a
. notch and put the Rams away.
Kuiken placed a header past
· Fordham goalie. J:?evin Moore off an
assist from Hamemrschmidt. The
Muskies took a 2-1 lead ~nd a lot of .
confidence into halftime.
"At halftime we felt that this was
our game/' said Bauer. "We just
wanted to go out in the second half and
put it away·."
.
..
Just over a minute into the sec~
ond half Vlijter put X up 3-1 off an
assist_ from midfielder David
Spaccerelli.
Cook~ again came off the bench
to give the Muskies a spark. This time
he scored two goals in an eight minute
span to make the final 5- L
.
"Sunday'swin has evc;!rything to
clo with the players on this team," said
XavierheadcoachJackHermans. "The
boys turned a terrible loss on Friday
. Midji,elder david Spaccerelli d~ibbles away from a defender. The
into something positive on Sunday.
men's team enters the A-10 Championship this week.end.
That says a lot about the character of
this team and how deep their desire is."
continued from page 1

. io nail the MCAT, kntiwing the sciences isn't enough.
You've got to know the test. At Kaplan we'll teach you both.
Our expert teachers have helped more students get into
medical school than all other MCAT prep courses combined.
So, go with the leader. Call today to enroll.

t :t;i 11 f;U I
1·BOO·KAP·TEST
www.lulplan.com

. "MCATioo,.......lrldimoitootti..~ot--Caloglo,.

.

_· The.re is no second opinion.

"This was a big mental step
for this team," said Bauer. "For us
to be able to overcome Friday's loss,
then turn in a performance like this
is great for our confidence."
The Muskies now head into
A-10 Tournament play this weekend at the German Hungarian Soccer Club in Oakford, Penn. Xavier,
the.number two seed, faces the number three seed LaSalle .at 8 p.m.
Friday, in a rematch of last Friday's
game, while number one seed Virginia Tech takes on fourth seeded
Dayton at 5:30 p.m.
The winners will meet on
Sunday at 1 p.m. with NCAA
Tournament berth and the A-10
Championship on th~ line.
"Xavier teams have gone to
the tournament and played one game
in the past," said Hermans. "This
year we want to come back home
with two wins. These guys are go-

a

ing to go out there and play with a
win at all costs attitude."
"All season long, whether
we've won or lost, we've stuck to
our game plan/' said Xavier defender Jeremy Fultz. "Now we've
reach one goal, but we're not done
yet. We're going to play with heart
and emotion and see what happens."
Kuiken earns A-10 honors:
Sophomore forward Koen Kuiken.
was named Atlantic 10 Rookie of
the Week for his efforts againt
LaSalle and Fordham. Kuiken
scored a goal In each game and was
credited with an assist in the
Fordham match. This is the second
time this season Kuiken has earned
the honor. He 'leads the team in
scoring with 25 points, all of which
have come in conference play.

NOW RENTING
FOR THE
'98~'99

SCHOOL YEAR

Apartments &
Houses Available
For Availablity
.Call 772-0909

Xavier Area -.Resident's Special
Medium 1 Topping Pizza $' 5. 00
Large Cheese Pizza $ 5 .00
Buffalo Wings
Bread Sticks

$3·.SO

·$. 9 9

. Thin crust or original dough only please
Deep Dish crust & additional toppings. add $. 99
No coupon necessary- pic.l,<-up or delivery

.~
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Xavier hosts. Atlantic 10 Championship
..

BY PETE HoLTERMANN
SPORTS EoiTOR-

This weekend, Xavier will
host the first postseason tournament
in its three year affiliation with the
Atlantic 10 when the Brine Atlantic
10 Women's Soccer Championship
comes to Corcoran i:'ield. For the
first time in the history of the conference, .the tournament champion
will receive an automatic bid to the
NCAA Tournament.
The top four teams from the
A-10 regular season qualify for the
tournament. Receiving berths this
year are Massachusetts ( 11-0 A-10/
15-4 overall), Xavier (9-2/14-4),
George Washington (9-2/12-5-2)
·
and Dayton (8-3/16-3).
UMass, with a perfect record
in the conference, is the top seed and
·will play Dayton in the first match
on Friday at 5:30 p.m. Xavier and
George Washington tied with 9-2
records, and will meet in the second
semifinal at 8 p.m.
Friday's winners will meetin
the championship match at 1 p.m.
on Sunday.
.The festivities for the tourna-

ment get underway with a banquet
on Thursday at the Quality Inn.
Norwood. At the ceremony, the
All-Conference honors for this season will be announced.
In conjunction with·the tournament, Xavier and the Atlantic 10
are hosting an NCAA YES Clinic ·
for girls age I 0-18 on Saturday from
9 a.m.-1 p.m. YES stands for Youth
Education through Sports, and is an
outreach program by the NCAA to
help devefop the athletic and life
skills ofyoung athletes.
The clinic is free, and will be.
held at the O'Connor Sports Center.
Atlantic 10 coaches will work with
local high school and club coaches
to conduct the clinic. Call theXavier
Athletic Department at 745-3413
for additional YES Clinic information.
Tickets to the tournament are
$4 for adults and $2 for students
with identification and kids. The
first 100 Xavier students at Friday's
match will receive free addinission
courtesy of Student Services: the ·
Student Senate and X-Factor. For
additional ticket information, call
the Xavier Ticket Office at 7453411.

.

·
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.

· ·
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Day

Event

.Time

Place

Thursday

Championship Banquet

7p.m.

Quality Inn
Norwood

$25

Friday

Massachusetts (1) vs.
Dayton (4)

Corcoran Field

$4 adults
$2 students

Friday

Xavier (3) vs. G.
Washington (2) ·

8p.m.

Corcoran Field

$4 adults
$2 students ·

Saturday

NCAA YES Clinic

9a.m.lp.m.

O'Connor Sports
Center

FREE

Sunday.

Championship Game

lp.m.

Corcoran Field

$4 adults
$2 students

.

5:30
·.p.m.

. Cost

..

-

..
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Xavier and Dayton, and followed it by closing
the season with a win over St. Joseph's. GW
comes in with a record of9-2 in the A-10 and
12-5-2 overall.
Senior forward Chemar Smith has become GW' s all-time leading scorer this season, and is the second most prolific scorer in
the conference. Smith has scored 17 goals
while picking up ·six assists. Lauren Papalia
is the other Colonial scoring threat. . The
freshman has scored nine times and recorded
five assists.
Defensively, GW is giving up less than
one goal per match in conference play. Traci
Jensen has recorded five shutouts in the nets
for GW against A-10 foes and six overall.
A late season surge has the Colonials
entering the tournament with m.omentum on
their side. However, Xavier is seeking revenge for the lo~s two weeks ago in this first
round match. The Colonials are also looking
to make a return trip to the NCAA Tournament after the school's first ever appearance
last year.

11

ing the ball out of the neL
The Muskies did not allow
SPORTS EDITOR
a conference goal ·in their
fit:st five matches, and have
Here is a brief look at the four teams in
allowed six all , season.
this weekend's tournament:
Karen Kase played in goal.
Massachusetts
while filling in for the inMassachusetts enters the tournament as
jured Ann Marie Hubbard,
the only team to have completed the Atlantic
and did not let a ball through
10 schedule without a loss. The Minutewomen
in six A-10 matches. To"
compiled the 11-0 record in large part be~
_gether, the two juniors have
cause of outstanding defensive play. UMass
a goals against average of
has allowed just five goals in conference play
0.83.
this season, and a mere 16 in 19 contests
Xavier comes into the
overall. ·
tournament as a very deterSplitting the goaltending duties for
mined team. After losing to
UMass this season has been sophomore Angie
UMass in the finals in
Napoli and senior Danielle Dion. Combined,
.Xavier's first year in the Athe two have posted a goals against average of
10 two years ago, XU lost
0.83 this season.
·
the last game of last season
The Minutewomen also boast a solid
to Dayton giving the Flyers
scoring punch, as three of the top five scorers
the final postseason berth.
in .A-10 matches wear the Massachusetts
With an NCAA Tournamaroon. Freshman Kara Green leads the way
ment bid on the line, the
with nine goals and 11 assists in conference
Muskies
are hoping to win
Xavie.r
matches. She .has won A-10 Rookie of the
the
championship
on· their· .
Xavier enters the tournament with one
i==.====;;;;;;..;:==========="".== ·
Week honors twice this season. Veterans. of the most ·highly touted offenses in the home field.
Semior Danielle Dion helped to lead UMass io a pelfect A-·
Sophie Lecot and Emma Kurowski round out conference; led by the nation's second leado·ayton
JO record by compiling a goals against average of 0.70.
the UMass offense. Together, they have ing scorer Amanda Gruber who.has tallied 58
scored 25 goals and assisted 15 others this points this season. But the Muskie defense
Dayton surprised a lot of people by · '
A very balanced offensive unit has
season. Lecot has.been nameci Player of the had a lot to do with XU posting a 9-2 A-10 winning the tournament last season, espe- helped VD score 55 goi;ils this season, the
Week by the A-10 twice this season.
record (14-4 overall).
cially considering the· Flyers didn~t make it second highest total in the A-10 .. Buck and
UMass enters the weekend as the favorThis is a career year for Gruber, as she into the tburnament.until ·the last day of the senior Julie Wilde have led the Flyer scoring
ite. However, theMinutewomen had that role has broken the school career records for goals, regular season. VD returns all its starters effortswitheightandninegoalsre.spectively.
last season, only to have their title hopes points and assists and the single-season marks from last year's squad, and newcomer Mel- . Senior Angie Beefroft and freshman Ingrid .
dashed by a surprising surge from Dayton. · for goals and points in her senior campaign. !ssaBuckhasreallysteppeduptoleadDayton Zielke have also impacted ·the payton scor~
That experience, as well as a trip to last The only record she didn't break is the single to an 8-3 A-10 record (1.6-3 overall)..
ing, combining for 13 goals and· six assists.
season's NCAA Tournament, will be an ad- season assist record, but her freshman sister
. ·Dayton is not the favorite, but UMass
UD started the season hot, rattling off
vantage for UMass this year.
Annette took care of that, in l~ge part because eight straight nonconference win before. drop~ and Xavier will be gunning for the Flyers.
George Washington
nine of her 12 assists have come from feeding ping the A-10 opener to Xavier. Goaltender VD' s upsetoftheMinutewomen in last year's
George Washington enters the tourna- .Amanda the ball. Together, the Grubers h.ave Amy Ke.111mer has P.layed a key role in the tournament and the Flyer_s beating Xavier for
ment following two very good weekends of scored 36 goals, assisted 22, and tallied 94 success of the Flyers. The junior has recorded .· the tournament berth will fuel the fire of
conference play.
Two weeks ago, the points.
six shutouts this season while posting a goals revenge that will be a major road block for
Colonials swept the weekend series against
Meanwhile, Xavier's defense is keep- against average of 0.72.
Dayton this time around.
BY PETE HOLTERMANN.
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'Pop' goes Detroit

Witness the eerie elements of the supernatural, Nov. 13-16
and 20-23 in the University Theatre, as Dayle Hodges directs
Noel Howard's British comedy "Blithe Spirit".
In the play, a very unsuspecting writer invites an eccentric
medium to his home to hold a seance in an effort to gather
material for his next novel. What results is a run-in with his
deceased wife: leadi~g to problems with his .current marriage.
Learn the true meaning of "three's a crowd".
Performances will begin at 8 p.m. Tickets are $7 (general
admission) and $3 (faculty and students). ·

BY DAVE CAPPELLETTY
FILM CRITIC

On Halloween this year, there
was nowhere that I would rather be
than Detroit.
· Honestly, it is one of the most
unappetizing cities in the nation, let
· alone the Midwest.
Also the fact that Halloween
is known as Devil's night, where the
rowdy citizens of the fair metropolis
decide to set it ablaze tends to put
one off to visiting Detroit on Halloween.
Amidst all this, the Motor City
was host to one of the biggest and .
best bands in music history, U2, and
nothing, not even unbelievable traffic, could prevent me from making
the four hour road trip to the Pontiac
Silverdome.
·The anticipati0n was almost
unbearable, and the crowd of over
40,000 exploded once the kampy
'80s riff "PopMuzik," by M; helped
usher in ·the quartet from Dublin.
Bono, Edge; Adam Clayton,
and Larry Mullen, k (celebrating
liis 36tli bii:thd~y.)tra~eisedthe ioo
. foot football field to the stage in the
similar fashion of Mike Tyson entering the arena of the Mirage to heavy concert. It was here that they
rrieet Evandel'Holyfield.
performed the nearly perfect acousOnce the foursome reached tic version of"Staring At The Sun,"
the stage, they proceeded to deliver and then Bono left the stage to allow
blow-by-blow one of the most po- the Edge to solo their infamous protent concerts, both .visually and mu- test song, "Sunday Bloody Sunday."
sically, that I have ever seen ..
Bono then returned to the stage
Once on-stage, "PopMuzik" in unique fashion dolled up as '.'Mr.
transformed into the heavy beats America". to the tune. of "Bullet the
that. unfold into the powerful Blue Sky."
"Mofo."
After this visual masterpiece,
From that point· on, Bono the band followed it with the best
tended to woo the crowd with sev- perforniances of the night, the poweral newer songs off of the Pop erfully pleasant "Please" and ended
album, before hitting the crowd with on the unforgettable. '.'Where The.
the main courses of this delectable Streets Have No Name."
meal.
The encores then showed the
Th~ newer material was fol- true face of PopMart. Even with a
lowed by the incredibly performed football~sized television screeri,
U2 classics, "New Years Day" and arches representing McDonald's,.
"Pride (In The Name of Love.)" ~ · and a giant swizzle stick (complete
·Halfway through the first set, with an olive) decorating the stage,
Bono and the Edge retreated to the . the band emerged for the first ensanctity of the second stage to lighten core in a motorized lemon!
the atmosphere .of the visual/rock
This kampiness led to their

A spirit in the air

Mo' fall concerts
Saturday, Nov. 8, the University Singers will present
"Motown Spectacular and More!", a collection of Motown's
greatest hits.
Those in attendance can look forward to great tunes
like "I Heard it Through the Grapevine", "Sugar Pie Honey
Bunch", and "Mr. Postman", as well as other solos, trios,
quartets, and dance numbers.
.The fall .. concert will tiike place Jn the University
Theatre at 7:30 p.m.

New Releases
The following will appear in
dance .hit "Discotheque" and was
followed by "With Or Without You;"
the Batman theme "Hold Me, Thrill
Me, Kiss Me, Kill Me," and cpncluded on an unbelievable version
of "One."
Even though the acoustics of
the Silverdome were ungodly for a
concert of this magnitude, it did not
matter because the overall stage
show was alone worth the high price
of admission.
Bono, being the ultimate
showman that he is, put on one hell
of a performance between dancing
with costum~d fans during "Mysterious Ways" and letting the crowd
t~ke over during both "Pride" and
"WheretheStreetsHaveNoName."
With all the music, unique
and inventive videos continuously
. playing ori the screen,' and quirky
antics of the band members themselves, this concert not only met my
expectations, but surpassed them
completely.

st~res

Nov. 11:

Harry Connick Jr., To See You (Columbia) .... Hootie
& the Blowfish, A Series ofShari Trips (Atlantic) ... Lisa Loeb,
Firecracker (Geffen) ... NOFX, So Long and Thanks for All the
Shoes (Epitaph)... Poetic Hustla'z, Trials and Tribulations
[produced by Krayzie Bone] (Relativity).;. Barbra Streisand,
Higher Ground [wl Celine Dion] (Columbia) ... Three 6 Mafia,
Chapter II World Domination (Relativity)... Roberta Flack,
The Christmas Album (Angel)... Bad Brains, Omega Sessions
(Victory) .. Jimmy Buffett, Son of a Son of a Sailor [gold disc]·
(Mobile Fidelity)... Dead Milkmen, Death Rides a Pale Cow
(The Ultimate Collection) (Restless) ... Johnny Gill, Greatest
Hits (Motown)... Led Zeppelin, BBC Sessions (Atlantic) ...
Sublime, Second-Hand Smoke (Gasoline AVey/MCA)
... all dates are tentative.

Conc·erts A Go Go
Thursday, Nov. 6
L.A. Guns and Slaughter
·@Annie's
Friday, Nov. 7
Everclear, Letters to Cleo, and Our Lady Peace
@Bogart's
Sunday, Nov. 9
Abra Moore
Big Head Todd & The Monsters
@Bogart's
and
Artist Formerly Known as Prince
@Crown
and
Let's Go Bowling.
@Sudsy Malone's
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Top Authority
Top Authority Uncut
(Wrap/Top Flight)

,

,'

. Flint,Michigan'sTopAuthority, pulls no punches when it comes
to lmbashed gangster aspiration.
There is little to distinquish them,
musically and lyrically, from their
peers.
All 12 songs on, Uncut move
at the same pace. Tlie instrumentation is good-mixing hokey synth
sounds with grubby live samples.
·
Top Authority's hyper.:sylJabic delivery proves very skillful,
but the subject matter is downright
sill. The duo seems to drop a refer-.
ence about guns and violent' death
every five seconds.
There's nothing innovative
here-just well constructed pop fan.:
tasy.
-Mark Donahue
Diversions Writer
·.'

;
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Spectrum
Forever Alien
(Reprise)
The cover and liner notes of
this album are composed of pictures
of analogue synthesizers. . This
seems quite appropriate because,
Forever Alien · could be a·
manufacturer's CD that comes with

any of these devices, demonstrating
what kind of sounds you can make
with a synthesizer.
There is little aesthetic quality to be experienced on this recording - any ordinary doof with a lot
of extra bucks could buy a bunch of
cool equipment and make the same
thing. In fact, much of this album is
reminiscent of my friend's Moog
experiments in Mr. Hart's electronic
music lab here on campus.
. If you're nice enough to Mr.
Hart, maybe he'll let you go in there
and make a tape of your own just
like this .. Then at least it will have
· sentimental value for you.
-Tim Traynor
Diversions Writer

··

Sand ci.nd Water, Chapman'. s · changing colors and temperature but
third Reprise album, is_ a story of still complete.
healing-ajourneyfromsorrowto
When I say familiar, I don't
Full Blown Posession
acceptance and peace.
mean, "Oh, I've heard this before, a
(Sub Pop)
The disc is characterized by thousand bands have done it." Not
gentle melodies which hold a pre~ that at all .. I mean more of a deja vu
I'm quite sure the Grifters .
dominantlycountrysoundwithsoul/ sense, like you experienced it in a
don't need a favorable review from
'pop undertones. The songs are both past life or something, or in your
the likes of me. They've got a bulky
intimate and universal, addressing childhood. When Ilisten to some of
press kit chock-full of critical ac~
the more personal aspects of emo- these songs, particularly the first
claim; They've got a substantial fan
tion common to all human beings.. . one on the record, it reminds me of
base, probably evenly distributed
Both instrumentally and lyri- lying in bed at dusk, eight years old,
across the country. So, .it doesn't
cally, the disc . shows a sense of in our house in the boonies in Wisreally matter that I believe that the
natural, honest grace showcased in consiri, and listening to the trains in
music on this record is aestheticaily
lyrics like these from the title track, the distance.
irreleyant, in fact, down-right up.in"All alone I came into this world/
This record is a pure emotion.
teresting.
All alone I will someday die/Solid Like nostalgia - it makes you cry,
-Tim Traynor
stone is just sand and water... and a rememberjng the repressed freedom
Diversion Writer
million years gone by."
of being i3, and realizing that you
This disc is also noteworthy can never go back there. Or fills you
because it includes guest vocal ap- with exhilarated elation, like when
pearances
by Bonnie Raitt ("Heads you see your girlfriend for the first
Beth
Nielsen
Chapman
The Peeches
Up
For
The
Wreckjng Ball") and time in three months. Warm and
Sand and Water
Games People Play
Michael McDonald ("Seven Shades soft, like coming in from playing in
(Reprise)
(Kill Rock Stars)·
Of Blue");
the snow, and curling up in front of
Sand and Water is an open, the fire with a big blanket and !)Orne
hypersensitive disc that, while very · cocoa. All of these atthe same time.
ThePeeches prove themselves
IJlOY,ing,
c:anbe depressing. Be pre- I don't know ifit will meanthe same
again to be one of the most original
pared
}or
.a game .
efuotiClnal to you as it does to me, but it might.
grciupswhirlinginpunkrock. Where'.
.•• bumpet'cars;biltbesuretclenjoythe · This record reminds me why inusic
scime bands splurge in riffery, the
ride. , ~\.(. · •· · : · : ~. ,: :. .., · · was invented, and makes me glad
Peeches revel in staccatos and in-LaurenMosko that it was.
strumental drop out. ·
Asst.
Diversions
Editor
-Tim Traynor
They have a definite musical
Diversions
Writer
unity 1hat goes beyond four people
trying to play in synch. · Chris
... .... :
Applegren is a great vocalist and
The human mind, soul, and
Mic Geronimo
lyricist .whose teasing whine 'con- body always search for an _outlet
the Heart Be~ti~g as One
trasts the Peeches heavy rockin'. after surviving a tragedy. For some,
Vendetta
(Matador)
The hooks are simple but incredibly emotion manifests itself in poetry,
(Blunt/TVT)
paintings; or sculpture; for some, ·.
catchy (and w.ell .rationed).
It's not possible·to describe
Games People Play offers frustration surfaces as raw adrena:.
Rap is ail about balance these
rock that isn't mindless, effected or line. on the court or playing field. how good this record is. How per~
overtly d_erivative-a.hard thing to Some immerse themselves in their feet. Not because it breaks any days, about conqtieririg' the .everfind these days.. The Peeches de- work. Beth Nielsen Chapman used boundaries or astounds you with shifting line Qetween underground
music to express her most poignant revolutionary technique - in fact,
serve a boatload of credit for that.
-Mark Donahue emotions after losing her husband it's kind of familiar. Everything
continued on page 13
fits. A whole, perfect emotion,
Diversions Writer to cancer in August, 1994.
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Be cool.
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College ofBusiness Administration

European Summer Study. Program
•
In
Maastricht,
The Netherlands
.
May 17 to June 15, 1998
~

MAASTRICHT SUMMER STUDY PROGRAM
I.

Areyou a business major or minor, and
interested in ...
•

Spending 4 weeks in Europe this
summer?

INFORMATION SESSION
Monday, November 10, 1997
1:30 .to 2:30 p.m.
CBA, Room #19

Write for
Diversions.
Make
money.·
Call.7452878.
Thanks.
leanl

Oracle· and Visual Basic. ·

•

·-

·' J
·~!

.

~·

Living and studying at the
UniVersity ofMaastricht, The Netherlands with other Xavier students?

• Earping 6 credit hours toward.your
busi~ess degree?,

• Maastricht program brochures and applications available
• Presentation by Dr. Shelly Webb, course instructor
For more inforinatfori, co1itact:
Ms. Cindy Stockwell (C~.A.:2n~ floor. Tel: 745-3131)
or Dr. ShellyWebb(Spho#:,H~ll,Tel: 745-2937)

.
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Pursue your dream caner with
potential earnings of 45k & more
· Convenient Weekend classes
Next class. beSins November I"', .

ACompuGen
Leaming Center, LLC .
2598 ............. .....,....&. Oii. ot5211
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. Sadly, the posse cut "Ysual .
a pinch of guitar, to taste
Suspects"soundslikeascaleddown .
ajar of.piston-pumping, upversion of last album's pass-the- tempo grooves
· several decades of a hardclout and commercial success. inic jewel, "Time To Build"..
Queensstallion Mic Geronimo,.the
"Street Life" features street boiled tradition (break color-line
man who blessed hip~hop fanatics rhymes overastaleR&B track while · shells first)
2 sticks, softened, of pure sowith a gem of a single in "Masta the Jay Z~blessed "Single Life" is a
I.C.", returns with Vendetta, adras- watered-down concoction that fails cial message
tic, radio-friendly departure from to do service to the two high octane
a few heaping tablespoons of·
his gritty debut, The Natural.
emcees.
attitude
·
With its chorus derived from ·
Evidently, after watching felBlend. wen in New York's
Rakim' s classic line from "Paid in fow mic wielders sell millions of Lower East Side, and pour half the
Full" Mic and Sean "Puffy" Combs' records, secure acting rolls, 'and ink· mixture directly
· into NO household
'.'N?thing Move But T.he Money" book deals, Mic Geronimo must appliances EXCEPT The Toasters;
tsn tpropelledbya~ob;wuss~ple, havedecidedtomakecommercially. drink the rest. Yields 14 tracks ..
th~ugh · the pop s1~gmg, fnendly , viable records ·with those goals in
?mtar and ~onserv~ttve organ-play- mind. Even if Mic is embraced by
Surfacing in•New York in
1~g make 1t a somcally soft selec- ·theradio-lovingpublic,histruefans i 982, The Toasters have been called'
tton.
are likely the ones who will be car-. America's
. premier ska band. Hard
.
Street orchestraters like rying a Vendetta.
Band For Dead is their sixth full· Buckwild seem better suited· for
-Soren Baker iength release on Moon Ska Records.
Mic's calm and understated flow
Guest Writer
This disc is no pan of sugar
than any platinum.producer.
cookie' 'everyone else is doing it'
Explaining his musical meta:ska, either. This is a good sampling
morphosis on "Life N Lesson", Mic
of. what third wave ska has to ofsays it was a life-saving move.
fer-horn-based, intelligent, true to
He may not succeed, however,
its roots, and a lot of fun.
because his followers ride public
The Toasters
The band covers "Secret
tqmsportation, not luxury cars.
Agent Man" and '.'Maxwell Smart",
Hard
Band
for
Dead
"Things Ain't What They Used To
offering a mischievous ska twist to
(Moon Ska)
Be" could be the anthem for this
two n.otorious favorites. They also
album, but not for the right reasons.
honor and acknowledge the· great
Mic bemoans tragedies like.
Prince Buster by covering "Hard
crack babies, violent environments,
Man
Dead", the inspiration for
and matching police brutality, but
the disc's titfo.
·
rap's history shows that energy and
"l Wasn't Gonna Call You
forceful damnation·s . (Public
Anyway" .is a track bound to evoke
Enemy's "Don't Believe The
a broad smile, a chuckle, and maybe
Hype") work much better than woreven aguilty glance. The band still
thy messages sans musical punch
gets its message across in "Prop(Nonchalant's "5 O'Clock").
erly" and "Speak Your Mind". balThesomberstringsofHavoc's
. ancmg business and pleasure.
"Survive" and the symphonic vibes
·
The Toasters may not win tlie
of"4 ThaFamily" and the title track
Pillsbury bake-off, but there's no
harken back to Mic's earlier work,
·substitute for. good ska, and Hard
but even these selections fail to capRecipe for Ska ·
Band For Dead leaves no bitter afture the undeniable intense, rah-rah
1 keg of horn (preferably a tertaste.
nature of his more memorable se- blend of sax, trumpet, and trom-Lauren Mosko
lections.'
bone-pre-mixed)
Asst. Diversions Editor
continued from page 12 ·

.This weel{'s-features:

Toad the Wet Sprocket

The good...

·'

Fe

l'oad the Wet Sprocket
Coil
(Columbia)
Over 3 million albums sold, six previous releases and you still don't
know who Toad the Wet Sprocket is, do you? Advice: Learn quick,
because you are missing out on an incredibly solid band that comes
through time and time again, reminding you exactly what great music is
and how hard it is to find. One listen to Toad's latest effort, Coil, and you
just might find your soul refreshed and your brain quietly, yet emphatically, saying, "Damn, that was a great disc!"
.
Filled with the classic sound Toad the Wet Sprocket has delivered
album after album, Coil is sure to please. Glen, Dean; Todd and Randy
also show some delightful musical growth on their latest release. After an
extended period of time.off, Toad produced an album with a little more
edge than their previous efforts.
Tracks such as, "Desire" and "Amnesia" rough the waters a bit of an
otherwise pure Toad the Wet Sprocket album loaded with lyric driven
"rock" songs (i.e:' "Come Dowri\ "Whatever I Fear" and "Crazy Life"),
pop ditties ("Throw It Ali Away") and the man~atoi:y balla;i that ~omeho~
you fall for every time ("All Things In Time"). . .
Throwing Coil in the CD player is like.snagging the prize out of a
box of Cracker Jacks. You're pretty sure what you're going to get every
time, but no matter· how many times you do it, the thfill, enjoyment and
suspense are always lingering in the air.
·
-Steve Smith
Diversions Editor
ED. Note: Toad the Wet Sproket plays Bogart's on Nov. 11.
t. :Coo/(.out

This week's feature: part 2
The bad...

Mondays:
Simpsons
7:30 p.m.
Melrose
8p.m.
Monday
Night
Football
9p.m. No
admission
charge!

Starting
Fri. Nov. 7
The Game,
.
.
Copland, &
Now Showing thru Thurs. Nov. 6: · Conspiracy
Theory
CONSPIRACY THEO;RY

Cl~l:MA

f3VILL

Mf)vle 1_1ne:

J~1-:1~11

~CM:Jt

Movies, SplrllS. and Food

R
6:45,9:30
With disdain of the rap indusThe 20-cut album is hardly
Currently accepting
applications for
tryrunningrampantthroughthelyrCompany Flow
· ch~ck-full of radio or dance dub
COPLAND
. / servers and kitchen
help
ics of several well-known
Funcrusher Plus
. hits. In fact, someoftheinstrumenR 7:20,9:40
wordsmiths, Company Plow's de(OfficiaVRawkus .
·.· tation ·seems experimental, disjoillted, even nonsensical. "Trag~
but album, Funcruslier Plus, comes
Show Xavier ID & et free admission on Thursdays after 9 .m.
with a bit of a twist on this someEntertainment)
·· edy·.afwar'; blends the sounds ofa
what peculiar, yet popular trend.
.baby.crying and a steel drum for an .
This trio isn't backed by a major
ear-grabbing segue on one of its
label and they don't have the history
bridges.
ofaDeLaSouloraJeruTheDamaja, gitimate rappers on "Corners", a
Consumers who. want the
but they still claim that hip-hop is slow, deliberate track which takes usual verse, chorus, verse, chorus
not what it needs to be,
advantage of some nice bass guitar formula should take their time and
Back By Popular Demand- Friday Night Fever
Tqe music of El-P, Bigg Jus, l~cks. .
· .. money elsewhere, because Com~nd DJ Mi:. Len brings to mind B"Collude & Intrude" features · pany Flow doesn't adhere to the
The best of '70s, '80s~ '90s dance music
grade science fiction movie intenpittent, staccato verbals and a rules of the industry. This alliance·
Every Fri. - LADIES NIGHT! Free
soundtracks thanks to the. water chorus that IS seemingly beamed strives to make. every one of their
swishing and wicked sounds on cuts down by the commander of the songs a unique musical experience,
Admission for the ladies in before 1 lpm
like "Population Control".·
spaceship these cats happen to. be ·: especially when compared with any
Every Sunday- SUNDAY NIGHT FEVER
Here,El-Psays, "Idon'ttryto .recording on. .
of their previous work.
be different. I am." Doubting his
Fans ofunderground hip-hop . · ·
On. "Bad Touch Example",
The home of the best disco in town
assertion seems foolish.
may draw some parallels between Bigg Jus boasts that, ''the history of
While other artists seem to the outer space vibe of Company my hip-hop is too deep to· be dis&
revel in simplicity, it seems as if FiowandKoolKeith'sreqentmoon- sected."
Company Flow tries to make their . lighting perform~nces as the zany
. He may be right,-but part of
Concert Calendar *
music as textured as possible.
Dr. Octagon.
the excitement of listening to
Sat. Nov. 1 - Ekoostik Hookah
This tendency obviously disSure enough, cuts of Keith's Funcrusher Plus comes from trying
Thurs. Nov. 6..: LA Guns & Slaughter, $5 show
tances them from the multitude of voice-orthosefromthegoodDoc- to comprehend Company Plow's
Sat. N:ov. 8 - Ratt, opening act Hair of the Dog,
rap groups who heavily rely on some · .tor. c_lepending on which one of the esoteric, enigmatic world of rhyme.
,$12 show
sort of non-musical crutch to propel two is seeing· patients that day. -Soren Baker
Tickets available at Ticketmaster and.Annie's
their product. The crew dogs ille- appear on "Legends".
· Guest Writer

Every Fri.
*

Sun. $1. 00 Drinks

Photo of the
Week

LE.-f s FA<:(; IT.
\.UE. tJE.E.010 SE.CoM6
tJ\oe.e SPIR\l\JAL.

Lacrosse Team members Tamara Palenque, Molly
Thomas, and Erica North are poised and ready for
battle: This portrait was shot by this week's guest
photographer, Sean Miranda. Sean wins a prize
from the Newswire vault, which this week is a
movie package that includes·afree screening pass
and a CD-ROM kit. Call Steve Smith at 745-2878
to claim your prize. Submissions for photo of the
week can be sent to Deena Delfosse, photo editor
at. the Newswre office in person or via campus mail .
at ML 2129. All submissions wiltbe returned.

STUDENT DISCOUNTS MAY APPLY

If you're a

:.

math whiz, you'll know it's agreat deal
(If you're not, well, you can come along, too.)

Hey, we all know that
college students don't have a
lot of money to throw around ..
That's where Amtrak® can
help. We can get you ~ome for
the
holidays
to
see
family and friends with low
fares ~nd special student
discounts. Student Advantage
.members. save 15% on our
already low fares. To see how
much
you
can
save
call your . travel agent or
1-800-USA-RAIL.. · Trains
depart from the Amtrak
station at Museum Center at
Union
Terminal,
1301 Western Ave,
Cincinnati, OH.

<-I

A. M T R A K~
*Far~s shown are e~ch way based on round-trip purchase apply to coach travel only and are.subject to availability. Reservations may be
· required. No multiple discounts. Blackout dates may apply. Fares, schedules and restrictions are subject to change without notice.
..
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sunday mond.ay
November 9

-- ------ ------- -·- ------- --------wedneday
November 5
Does it seem.as if you do the
. same thing day in and day out? Why
should today be any different? It
shouldn't. International Coffee
Hour should be part of your schedule. Add a little variety to your life, ·
it's healthy. Have your coffee at the.
· Registrar's. You will be spending
plenty of time there in the next few
weeks, so get use to the pl.ace now.
Late night and you have.noth~
ing to. do? Turn David Lettermah
on. He is somewhat relaxing in a
, humorous way. and Tracy Chapma~
will be on with B.B. King. The Late
Night Show begins at 11 :30 p.m.
. after the news, which you should be
watching since you are such an informed student.

· If you are not into the blood
fights of hockey games, then join
the loving families with theater in~
terest. 'They will be at the· Aronoff
at 8 p.m. to see Showboat Please
do not return singing your favorite
showtune at the top of your lungs.

Xavier's own Singers Show
Choir will be singing their hearts
out for our benefit;hopefully, in the
. UniversityCenterTheatreat7:30
p.m. If it is not for us, it is for their
parents that came for Family Weekend because. they love them.

For those who are staying
away from the whole family scene
and just looking for some Bud and a
good time, the Cincinnati Art Museum is having a P-ART-Y! It's
Thank VanGogh It's Friday with
Jive music, food, and Bud at· 5:30
p.m.

The parents come to campus
and gambling takes over from 8:30
p.m.~midnight. A casino is set up
in the Cafe to help your parents win
alittleextracashtogivetoyousince
· they love you enough to visit. For
those that are family-Jess, you can
try to win some money for yourself
since you are dirt poor.

saturday
November 8·

Garage sales are a great pface
to get new clothes, furniture, books,
and stuff-when you are on a strict
college.budget. It seems stupid to
pay som~one for their jtlnk. so go to
th~ ''in.the ·Garage Sale';· at Air
'Marvin's/Mr. Bubbles on East 13th
Street. This ninth annual garage
sale feeds Cincinnati's hungry for
November 6
Thanksgiving. Help those who don't
Adherence wants you to en- get a turkey dinner from 10 a.m.-5
·ter their ethereal, enigmatic world at
Ycirk Street Cafe at 9 p.m.

thursday

He is a rolling stone. Bob
Dylan is rolling in for a one show
performance at the Hara Arena in
Dayton at 8 p.m.
Habitat for Humanity 'will.
Jiaveanopenhouseatthesiteofth~
·.house they are building on Hutchin·~
Avenue: Take yourparents ttiere to
. show them what you have .been
working on every weekend. Put
yourparentstoworkiftheybrought
thefr tools, or just give them a tour as
you share some cookies 'and coffee
from 9a.m.- 3 P.:!!1 with them.

November 10

. Need another T-shirt to add to
For those that are strange
enough to get up early in the morn- your collection of cheap and free Ting, the rifle team is partaking in the shirts because you never know when
Walsh Tournament in the Armory you might rip one or it might get
cold enough to wear 10 at one time
at8a.m.
since you have no other clothes?
Part II of the women's soccer International Student Services is the
Atlantic 10· tournament. is on at l group to help you. They are selling
p.m~ with the championship game them outside ofthe grill from 1~2
at Corcoran Field. Don'tforget, this p.m.
is not a freebee. They want $2 out of
you'.

tuesday

There is a .baby shower in
Tucker's Lounge. f~om noon-6
November 11
p.m. No need to worry; your are not
Veteran s Day
having a baby, but a lot of peopie
are. Bfing a baby.gift for the local
. Crisis Pregnancy Center'and watch
If you were too busy yestermovies, play games, and win raffles day to buy that extra T-shirt that you
in return.·
need so bad, no need to worry. They
are on sale from 1-2 p.m. in front of
After a hectic weekend, you the Cafo.
·
need to relax before'you start your
homework.· The best way to relax is
What do diversions and sports
with some classical piano music. have in common? Editors from both
Ohperfect,StephenHoughisplay- sections saw "foad the West
ing at.2:30 p.m. in the U11iversity Sprocket in Chicago two weekends
Center Theatre as part of the Clas- ago. Jealous? No need to be. You
sical Piano Series. So get lost in his ··can see them at Bogart's. Don• t
sound before you lose your mind.
forget, you can buy the tickets in the
handydandybookstorelocatednext
; . If rock is mo,re y~ur_ music~. tothefinedininggrillin the UniverBig Head Todd and the Monsters .sity Center.
·
·
is here to help you . .They:will help
you forget all of your troubles for a
Go to ,the Showcase Cinema
couple hours at Bogart's. '
Theatre and see "I Know What You
Did Last- Summe~." it's a scary
Thank the family for coming movie so you will have new ways of
to ~isit 'you. • Let them kno\y you scaring all of your friends. And it is
apprecia:fe all they do.
·
a great break fro'm' your stress.

Don't forget college night at
BW-3. Thefunstartsat6p.m.when
you show your college I.D. to get
· special prices on drinks and food.

fJ'."iday

Earn MONEY and
FREE TRIPSll
Absolute Best SPRING
. BREAK Packages available!!
INDIVIDUALS,
student ORGANIZATIONS, or
small GROUPS wantedll Call
INTER~CAMPUS PROGRAMS at 1800-327-6013 or http://
www.icpt.com

November 7
Family Weekend!
Welcome all of those families
who love their Xavier students
enough to come and visit them. The .
rest of us are jealous~
. Help support Habitat for Humanity from 8: 15-11 a.m. Buy their
breakfast in Alter Lobby. Remember, this is the niost important
. meal, and the most important ca~se.
Xavier is hosting the ~omen• s.
soccer Atlantic JO tournament. ·It
starts at 5:30 p.m. with
Ma~sachusetts vs. Dayton. At 8
p.m. the Muskies ,will. take· on
George Washington. If you are
lucky, you will be one of the. first.
100 people and get in free, ifnot you ·
will need to pay $2. ·Nothing is free
in this tournament.
Join the loving' XU families
.that love sporting events.
the .
Crown to watch· the Cy~lones ·at·.·
7:30 p.m. For' those of you who
have no family here· visiting, you ··
may purchase a ticket from SAC·.
and join your friends and their fain~ •
ily. .
'

at

. EXTRA INCOME FOR '97
. Earn $500 - $1,000 weekly
stuffing envelopes. For details RUSH $1 with SASE to: GROUP
5, 6547 N Academy Blvd. Dept. N,
· Colorado:Springs; Colo;_80918. ·

HOLIDAY$$!
Work part-time during the
holidays and make "big bucks."
Earn up to $8/hour and more with
Cincinnati's leading wireless
company; Excellent working
conditions. Call Will for info
791-3500 ext. 135.

HOW HIRING
.Part-time Dazzles Day Spa
& Boutique. Flexible hours, Hyde
Park area; Call 321-5777.

FOR RENT
Walking distance to XU
campus, extra large rooms, all
utilities furnished, equipped
kitchens, oft street parking,
washers/dryers, basement
rooms also available.
Please call 242-1567.

FREE T-SHIRT

+$1,000
Credit Card fundraisers tor
fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up to
$1,000 by earning a whopping $5NISA ·
application. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext.
65. Qualified callers receive FREET-·
SHIRT.

$11~$15/ HOURI
The· Princeton Review seeks
college grads to teach SAT, GRE,
GMAT, LSAT, and MCATcourses
part-time. The ideal. candidate
.··has an excellent academic '
background,· great standardized
·test scores {90th percentile & ·
NOW HIRING .
SHOW ME THE MONEY!!
above), and excellent communicaNeed books? Want extra
The
Cooker in Hyde Park is
SELL TRIPS.'98
.
tion skills. 1-800-2-Review.
money? Want to work with a fun
conducting immediate interviews
Sell trips, Earn cash, & go
and flexible company? The
for energetic Xavier students who
free! .Student Travel Services is·.
Cooker in Hyde Park is hiring
want
to be shown' the money. Top
now hiring campus reps/grol)p
. energetic people for all positions.
pay for all positions. Come in
.. organizers. Lowest.prices to "
... Many Xavier students have
today. 3780 Paxton Rd.
Jamaica, Mexii::o & Floi'ida; Call .1- ·
·.. already joined our team. Come in
800-648~4849.
for an immediate interview. 3780
Paxton Rd .
'-,·1
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